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Letter 390
“I Hope. I Really Hope.”
2015-09-04
Dear Dan,
The roll of Nurse in a hospital entails more than I can explain, but over the years I have
learned that the Nurse is the ultimate authority on any given hospital Eloor. While Doctors
have direct responsibility for their patients, Nurses (the Lead, or Boss nurse is called a
Charge Nurse), are responsible for everything else that happens on their Eloor.
Surgical Nurses require further training and certiEication. This means that they have to deal
with anything from other Eloor workers schedules*, to short supplies in the cores (storage
rooms that stock vital surgical supplies), to stafEing for breaks, to whether laundry hampers
are being overEilled with wet, heavy laundry. When the latter happens, it has a direct impact
on (G6z) workers, since we are the ones that process soiled linen and trash bags.
In fact, over the years there have been more than a few memos from the (G6z) Manager to
the Floors about overEilling of laundry bags. About three years after I started, the hospital
actually went to a smaller (plastic, disposable) laundry bag to help prevent overEilling.
The problem becomes even more pronounced in Surgical suites because between cases
throughout the day the operating rooms are “turned over” by technical and assisting staff
who use wet mops to clean and sanitize the Eloor. But these mops are dipped only once in
the mop bucket, and typically not wrung out too much, if at all, then after becoming
saturated with as much soil and liquid as allowed, they are removed and replaced with a
clean, dry mop-head.
But a saturated mop can hold anywhere from a quart to one-half gallon of liquid, making
them rather heavy. And after six or seven of these saturated mop heads are put into one
plastic laundry bag, usually with other linens, the bag becomes too heavy for most workers.
In worst case scenarios the bags need to be emptied half way to make them safe to handle.
Tuesday, 1 September 2015, about 9:10PM.
When I got to work Tuesday, I noticed that one of the laundry bags in my area was way
overEilled. I thought for a moment, then decided that the best approach would be to take a
picture with my iPhone so I could show it to the Charge Nurse.
Then, with iPhone picture in hand I walked up to the nurses station. I was about to show
the picture to the Charge Nurse, but she was on the phone, so I turned and showed the
picture to the other nurse, (CS11) at the desk. Without looking up from the stack of papers
in front of her, she asked me;

"

“WHAT’S WRONG”?

"
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I could tell by her demeanor and countenance that she was not feeling very happy. She had
one of those sullen, “dark cloud” looks, and was almost frowning. Because I see her on a
routine basis, I knew that this oppressive countenance was nothing new, since that’s all I
had been seeing on her for some time. And up till now I had not seen her smile at all in a
long time.
In answer to her question, I showed her the picture on my phone and said that “they”,
meaning the other IPS technical and assistant staff, were overEilling the laundry hampers
again. She replied that she would “get on it”, and with that I walked away.
But after walking away for no more than a few feet, I got an idea. I turned around and went
back to the nurses desk and said to the nurse, and saying her Eirst name in a friendly and
somewhat joking tone of voice, these words came out of my mouth;

"

I HOPE, I REALLY HOPE,
THE NEXT TIME YOU SEE MY FACE YOU WILL SAY;
“WHAT’S RIGHT?!”

As soon as I said “really hope”, her countenance changed immediately from “dark cloud and
almost frowning” to “bright sun and beaming smile”. The change on her face was so striking
and remarkable that I knew something had happened in the spirit realm, which was fully
explained to me later as I started working in my own area. And even though I couldn’t hear
it well enough to distinguish the words, I knew she said something upbeat after me as I
walked away for the second time.
It was when I said “HOPE” to her the Eirst time that angel Maiah drew her Sword of Hope
(see Letter 361, Volume 5-15). Then, when I said “REALLY HOPE”, Maiah plunged her sword
deep into the nurse’s heart, delivering a fatal blow to the evil spirit that had her bound in
chains of darkness, and at the same time streaming the Hope of God’s Word into her heart
to dispel the darkness.
It was angel Gabe, using his “Bright Boy” anointing (See Revelation 18:1 and Letter 188),
who gave me the idea to turn (CS11)’s Eirst statement on its head. It was the Holy Spirit that
perfectly timed our steps and decisions, as well as those of the two nurses at the desk, to
bring about the contact with nurse (CS11).
Now that’s what I call AVTOS!
And all this was objective measurable evidence as to the present work of Jesus at (G6).
*Except (G6z). At (G6), I and my co-workers are part of a separate department, and are
overseen by another Manager, who reports to a different Director.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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